Pursuant to Article 24 of the Law on Trade (Official Gazette of RM no. 23/95, 30/95 and 43/95) the Government of the Republic of Macedonia, adopted, on 28 March 2000, the following

Decision on the Highest Prices for Certain Products and Services
(Official Gazette of RM no. 26/2000)

1. In order to prevent monopolistic prices for certain products and services in the production, and the trade and services sectors, highest prices shall be the prices determined and applicable in conformity with the existing regulations, on the date of effect of this Decision for:
   - production and marketing of flour type “500” and bread made of flour type “500” weighing 600 g.;
   - production and marketing of oil and oil derivates;
   - production, transfer and distribution of electric power;
   - services in the domestic PTT\(^1\) traffic and services of the public mobile telephony for users of the existing stationary telephone network only;
   - transport of passengers and goods in the railway traffic;
   - production and supply of raw water for human and industrial consumption;
   - production and distribution of water;
   - treatment and draining away of waste water (collectors excluded);
   - maintaining hygiene in towns, cities and settlements (collecting and depositing waste);
   - other communal services: mortuary services, including the charges for the grave site and the funeral;
   - distribution of natural gas; and
   - services for mandatory insurance of vehicles;

2. This decision shall apply until 30 September 2000.

3. This decision shall come into effect on the date following the date of publication in the “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia.”

\(^1\) Translator’s note: Post, Telephone and Telegraph